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ABSTRACT

The modality effect in multimedia learning suggests that pictures are best accompanied by audio explanations rather than text, but this finding has not been replicated in computing education. We investigate which instructional modality works best as an accompaniment for algorithm visualizations. In a randomized controlled trial, learners were split into three conditions who viewed an instructional video on Dijkstra's algorithm, with diagrams accompanied by audio, text, or both. We find neither a modality effect in favor of the audio condition nor a verbal redundancy effect in favor of using only a single modality rather than both. Taken together with earlier research, our findings suggest that the modality effect is difficult to apply reliably and computing educators should not rush to integrate audio into visualizations in expectation of the effect. We discuss theoretical viewpoints that future research should attend to; these include alternative part-explanations of the modality effect and attention-based models of working memory, among others.

1 INTRODUCTION

The modality effect or modality principle [11, 41, 42] is the oft-cited finding in educational psychology that audio explanations of diagrams or other pictures tend to be more effective than textual ones. The related verbal redundancy effect [29, 30] suggests that accompanying pictures with the same information as both audio and text tends to be less effective than either explanation alone. The empirical evidence for these principles is plentiful but comes with a number of caveats and has not been replicated in a computing education context [41, 42].

The potential implications of the modality and verbal redundancy effects on computing education are substantial. Teachers in formal education routinely employ pictures accompanied by explanations in several ways, including classroom teaching, books and ebooks, and instructional videos. Moreover, learners informally study computing from a variety of materials that combine pictures with text and/or audio; online videos in particular are popular.

Since program code has some diagram-like qualities, it has been hypothesized [20, 44] that the modality and verbal redundancy effects could apply to explanations of program code. Should that be so, the effects’ implications for computing education would be greater still. After all, computing education is replete with example programs that come with textual or auditory explanations.

However, the modality and verbal redundancy effects have not been demonstrated in computing education research (CER). As far as we are aware, two studies have examined whether the effects manifest when explaining program code in text and/or audio [44, 69]. Neither found evidence for the effects. There are many possible explanations for these findings. Thus, replication of the modality and verbal redundancy effects in computing education remains an open problem—and, importantly, it remains unclear which kinds of computing contents and contexts the effects might apply to.

One of the explanations offered for the lack of a modality effect in CER studies is that it is that those studies use program code instead of a picture. There is much that is unknown about how humans cognitively process code, and if that processing is not sufficiently similar to the processing of diagrams, that alone could account for the past results.

Our study looks into that suggested explanation. The study’s primary motivation is to find out whether the modality effect can be observed on materials that teach computing content and are unequivocally diagrammatic. The materials in this study do not explain program code but a graph algorithm illustrated at a high
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When the explanations are provided in spoken form, the learner working-memory processing but influences what is available for arises from CTML are to prefer audio explanations over textual ones explanation.

Delays between perceiving parts of a presentation make the limitations of sensory perception [7, 12, 43]; perception precedes other, which is a further burden on working memory. The former system deals with visual information, whereas the latter system deals with auditory information. Both of these slave systems are very limited in capacity and duration and thus can easily overload during learning.

According to CTML, when a learner looks at pictures accompanied by textual explanations, the visual component of working memory may be overloaded, as the learner needs to split their visual attention between picture and text and to reconcile those inputs. When the explanations are provided in spoken form, the learner can exploit auditory working memory in parallel, making cognitive overload less likely. This opportunity to use both channels simultaneously during processing is the most prominent explanation for the empirical findings [24, 29, 35, 41, 42] that indicate that people tend to learn better from a combination of pictures and audio than from a combination of pictures and text—i.e., the modality effect. Following the lead of some other researchers (e.g., [55]), we will refer to this account of the modality effect as the visuo-spatial load explanation.

The verbal redundancy effect [29, 30, 41, 42] is closely related and likewise often explained in terms of visuo-spatial load. A learner who receives the same explanations of pictures as both text and audio runs the risk of overloading visual working memory; moreover, the learner needs to relate the two explanatory modalities to each other, which is a further burden on working memory.

Another partial or alternative explanation for the effects involves the limitations of sensory perception [7, 12, 43]; perception precedes working-memory processing but influences what is available for processing. Delays between perceiving parts of a presentation make it less certain that all relevant inputs will be noticed and successfully integrated with each other. Specifically, a combination of text and a picture necessarily involves at least some shifting of attention between the two, whereas one can listen to spoken words while viewing a picture, without any delay. This is known as the temporal contiguity explanation.

The core pedagogical recommendations related to modality that arise from CTML are to prefer audio explanations over textual ones and especially to avoid using both at the same time when explaining pictures. However, this advice comes with significant qualifications.

2.1 Cognition and Instructional Modalities

2.1.1 Theoretical Basis of the Modality Effect. The modality effect in the most common sense of the term has its roots in research on multimedia learning, in particular the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) by Richard Mayer and his colleagues [41, 42]. Paivio’s dual-coding theory [13, 48] and Baddeley’s model of working memory [3] are key influences on CTML. Citing these influences, CTML identifies two information-processing “slave” systems in working memory: the visuo-spatial sketchpad and the phonological loop. The former system deals with visual information, whereas the latter system deals with auditory information. Both of these slave systems are very limited in capacity and duration and thus can easily overload during learning.

According to CTML, when a learner looks at pictures accompanied by textual explanations, the visual component of working memory may be overloaded, as the learner needs to split their visual attention between picture and text and to reconcile those inputs. When the explanations are provided in spoken form, the learner can exploit auditory working memory in parallel, making cognitive overload less likely. This opportunity to use both channels simultaneously during processing is the most prominent explanation for the empirical findings [24, 29, 35, 41, 42] that indicate that people tend to learn better from a combination of pictures and audio than from a combination of pictures and text—i.e., the modality effect. Following the lead of some other researchers (e.g., [55]), we will refer to this account of the modality effect as the visuo-spatial load explanation.

The verbal redundancy effect [29, 30, 41, 42] is closely related and likewise often explained in terms of visuo-spatial load. A learner who receives the same explanations of pictures as both text and audio runs the risk of overloading visual working memory; moreover, the learner needs to relate the two explanatory modalities to each other, which is a further burden on working memory.

Another partial or alternative explanation for the effects involves the limitations of sensory perception [7, 12, 43]; perception precedes working-memory processing but influences what is available for processing. Delays between perceiving parts of a presentation make it less certain that all relevant inputs will be noticed and successfully integrated with each other. Specifically, a combination of text and a picture necessarily involves at least some shifting of attention between the two, whereas one can listen to spoken words while viewing a picture, without any delay. This is known as the temporal contiguity explanation.

The core pedagogical recommendations related to modality that arise from CTML are to prefer audio explanations over textual ones and especially to avoid using both at the same time when explaining pictures. However, this advice comes with significant qualifications.

2.1.2 Boundary Conditions. Although there is evidence for the modality and verbal redundancy effects from many studies, other studies have reported not finding support for the effects or, in some cases, finding a reverse modality effect where textual explanations outperform audio. This has led to the suggestion that there are a number of conditions on when the effects apply. Some of the conditions highlighted in the literature [24, 29, 35, 41, 42, 53] are:

(1) Mutual unintelligibility: If a picture can be understood without the verbal explanations, or the explanations without the picture, the modality effect does not apply and the redundant information may hinder learning. Intelligibility depends in part on prior knowledge.

(2) Appropriate complexity: If the materials are too simple (or too complex) for the learners, there will be little difference between instructional modalities. The modality effect is more likely when learning materials are sufficiently complex in the sense of having various interacting elements, so that working memory is strained.

(3) Sufficient signaling: “When a picture is accompanied by spoken explanations, learners usually search through the picture to locate its components that are referred to in the text while holding auditory information in working memory. If this search is complex [...], the modality effect may not be demonstrated unless appropriate visual signals are used to assist the learner in locating the relevant sections of the picture.” [29]

(4) Segment length: The effectiveness of spoken explanations suffers (in comparison to textual ones) if the explanatory segments are long or incoherent.

(5) Limited learner control: If the learner controls when to resume a presentation and receive the next explanatory segment, the benefits of textual explanations are emphasized, as the learner can take their time integrating the textual and pictorial information. The modality effect is more likely without that control, such as in a video that the learner cannot pause (or fails to pause even though that would be beneficial) or in a mass lecture.

(6) Familiar language: If the learners are not fluent in the language of instruction, text can be relatively effective, negating the modality and verbal redundancy effects.

2.1.3 Alternative Theoretical Explanations. Visuo-spatial load and temporal contiguity are the most common and well-known explanations of the modality effect. However, the visuo-spatial load explanation especially has been criticized on theoretical and empirical grounds, and other explanations of the effect have been put forward [15, 53, 55–57, 59]. The plurality of part-explanations and the varied assortment of boundary conditions have led some scholars to suggest that what is known as the modality effect in CTML may not be best treated as a single phenomenon but as a confluence of distinct perceptual and cognitive phenomena [53, 56].

For the majority of this article, we will not break with CTML’s tradition of treating the modality effect as a unitary phenomenon,
which tradition is also characteristic of CER to date. We will, however, return to the criticisms in Discussion (Section 6) as we consider explanations for our findings and opportunities for future work.

2.2 The Modality Effect in Computer Science
As we directly build on and partially replicate two modality studies in CER [44, 69], we will describe those study designs in some detail.

2.2.1 The Morrison study. Morrison [44] recruited 61 participants with little programming knowledge from introductory CS courses at U.S. universities. Each participant was arbitrarily assigned to one of three conditions: Audio, Text, or Both. All participants viewed three instructional videos that explained Python code using one or both modalities; the explanations’ modality was the only difference between the conditions. Each video presented a toy “real-world” problem, its solution as example code, and a trace of the program’s execution. The videos were 5, 23, and 12 minutes long and involved assignment, nested selection, and iteration, respectively. Two of the programs incorporated in-code comments (i.e., some textual explanations). Learners could not control the videos’ pacing, with the exception of a single pause that ended when the learner wished. The elements of program code that were being explained (as speech and/or text) were visually highlighted. The participants were post-tested on their understanding of the purpose of the program and its components, on their ability to trace the program’s segments, and on transfer to a similar program.

In accordance with prior research outside of CER, Morrison hypothesized that students in the Audio condition would outperform the students in the Text condition and would experience lower cognitive load, thus demonstrating the modality effect. In line with the verbal redundancy effect, the Both condition was hypothesized to perform the worst. However, the differences between the three conditions did not even descriptively support the hypotheses. Subjectively assessed cognitive load scores did not support the hypotheses, either.

2.2.2 The Zavgorodniaia et al. study. Morrison [44] suggested that a possible explanation for her results was the learning materials’ excessive complexity. Zavgorodniaia et al. [69] replicated Morrison’s study using a less challenging video tutorial and a larger and different cohort of learners. They crowdsourced 186 paid participants with little to no self-reported programming experience and randomly assigned each to Audio, Text, or Both. Every participant viewed a single, system-paced, 24-minute video about the basics of variables and assignment in Python. The video explained a sequence of tiny, decontextualized, uncommented example programs in detail and directly addressed some known misconceptions about variables and assignment. In this study, like Morrison’s earlier, the only difference between conditions was the modality, and relevant parts of code were visually signaled for clarity.

In Zavgorodniaia and colleagues’ study, too, the groups’ performance on a post-test did not suggest a modality or verbal redundancy effect for instructional videos that explain program code.

2.3 Is Code a Diagram?
There are many plausible explanations for why the modality effect did not occur in the CER studies. The learning materials may have inadvertently violated the boundary conditions listed above; the assessment may have lacked validity; the study participants’ motivation may have been limited and they may have engaged insufficiently with the materials. Another explanation is that one of the fundamental assumptions behind these studies does not hold, namely, that program code is not sufficiently similar to a diagram in cognitive terms.

The original modality effect concerns pictures accompanied by words, which CER has interpreted as programs accompanied by words: “cognitive science research has shown that programs are read more like diagrams than like prose” [20]. There is indeed evidence that visual layout affects code-reading efficiency [27] and that expert programmers visually imagine program structures while designing [52]; visual attention during program reading depends complexly on expertise and the program [10, 50, 51]. This evidence to date is fragmentary, however, and an overall picture has not yet formed of how “picture-like” or “language-like” programs are—and how that depends on notations and expertise. Highlighting some of these issues, Zavgorodniaia et al. [69] prompted CER to investigate the modality effect on materials that are more unambiguously diagrammatic than program code is. We do that in an algorithm visualization context.

2.4 Algorithm Visualization
Algorithm visualization is the use of images for conveying information about data structures and algorithms. In teaching, algorithm visualizations may be employed in various ways: for instance, a visualization may simply illustrate an example or it may form the basis of an interactive learning activity [45, 62]. In contrast to program visualizations [63], which illustrate a concrete program, algorithm visualizations have a relatively high level of abstraction.

Two kinds of algorithm visualizations feature in our study. An algorithm animation is an instructional video or sequence of images that shows how an algorithm operates on a data structure step-by-step. A screenshot from an algorithm animation appears in Figure 1. That example is from an instructional video that illustrates Dijkstra’s algorithm and is used in the present study.

![Figure 1: A still from an algorithm animation video that explains Dijkstra’s algorithm. An example graph is shown, along with a priority table that tracks the algorithm’s progress starting from the source node (H).](image-url)
We ask: Is there a modality effect and a verbal redundancy effect when explaining diagrammatic algorithm visualizations on video? That is, we test these hypotheses:

H1 Learners who receive audio explanations of an algorithm visualization learn better than learners who receive the same explanations as text.

H2 Learners who receive identical explanations of an algorithm visualization simultaneously as audio and text learn less than learners who receive the same explanations as audio only or text only.

Our study focuses on learners who do not have disabilities and who are beginners in graph algorithms.

4 METHODS

University students were presented with an instructional video that explained Dijkstra’s algorithm on a high level of abstraction, in English, accompanied by a visualization.

Three variants of the video were created: one with explanations in the audio modality only, another in the textual modality, and a third that used both modalities simultaneously. The students were randomly assigned to view one of the three videos; we will henceforth refer to these conditions as the Audio group, the Text group, and the Both group. After viewing their assigned video, each group did the same set of assessment tasks.

Figure 3 gives an overview of our experiment, and the subsections below provide more details.

4.1 Procedure

The experiment was conducted at Aalto University, a European research institution, in November 2020. It was organised fully online in the A+ learning management system [31]. This platform supports multiple-choice questions, open-ended answers, and visual algorithm simulation exercises from the OpenDSA ebook [33]. For our experiment, A+ displayed the videos, presented the pre-survey and assessment items, and collected participants’ responses.

Students from local computing courses (described below) participated in the study. As a reward for participation, each student was granted a predefined amount of course credit that did not depend on performance. During the experiment, the participants first filled a background survey and indicated whether they allowed their response data to be used in research. They then viewed a randomly assigned variant of the instructional video; the only difference between the variants was instructional modality. Each student could only watch the video once. The assessment that followed the video was identical for all groups. The videos and assessment are further detailed in Section 4.3.

The students had a time window of three weeks to visit the research site and participate in the experiment. Apart from this, there were no time constraints. We could not control whether students discussed the experiment, used external learning materials, experienced distractions, or multi-tasked while participating. (The fully online setup was in part due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.)

4.2 Participants

Students from two large-class courses were invited to the study—a Basics in Programming (BP) course (over 1000 students a year) and a Data Structures and Algorithms (DSA) course (ca. 350 students a year). Both are service courses that target non-CS majors. The BP students studied introductory programming in Python and had no

A visual algorithm simulation exercise [34, 39] similarly displays a data structure but requires the learner to reproduce the steps of the algorithm by interacting with the visualization. The learner’s trace of the algorithm on given input can be automatically compared to a model solution to generate feedback and/or a summative grade. The screenshot in Figure 2 also illustrates Dijkstra’s algorithm but is taken from a visual algorithm simulation exercise. We adapted this exercise from the OpenDSA textbook [33] and used it as part of our experiment’s assessment step as described in the next section.

There is evidence of the success of algorithm visualization as a pedagogical tool [45, 62]. Nevertheless, challenges in algorithms education remain, such as the misconceptions that students are known to have despite visualization-based pedagogy [16, 21, 23, 25, 32, 47, 49, 60]. Support for audio narration is rare in current program visualization [63] and algorithm visualization systems, but there are exceptions; for example, the JSAV library supports audio [67], which feature has seen some limited use in the OpenDSA ebook [9].

The evidence from educational psychology in support of the modality effect suggests that (system-paced) algorithm and program visualizations would be more effective if accompanied by audio explanations, but there has been little research around this suggestion.

3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

We ask: Is there a modality effect and a verbal redundancy effect when explaining diagrammatic algorithm visualizations on video? That is, we test these hypotheses:

3.1 Hypotheses

We hypothesize:  

H1 Learners who receive audio explanations of an algorithm visualization learn better than learners who receive the same explanations as text.  

H2 Learners who receive identical explanations of an algorithm visualization simultaneously as audio and text learn less than learners who receive the same explanations as audio only or text only.

Our study focuses on learners who do not have disabilities and who are beginners in graph algorithms.
prior experience with graphs and algorithms. The DSA students had previously passed the BP course (or similar) as a prerequisite. Graph algorithms are taught in DSA, but only at the end of the course; the experiment was timed so that it preceded the teaching of these topics.

In total, 173 students from the two courses volunteered. As shown in Figure 3, some of the data was excluded from analysis, either because the participant did not give research consent or because they were already familiar with shortest-paths spanning trees. Familiarity was assessed with a combination of DSA course logs and self-reports in our background survey.

This left us with 77 participants. Due to the uneven number of participants from the two courses (67 BP students; 10 DSA) and the fairly low number of participants overall, we pooled all the data together.

According to self-reported demographics, 64 participants were of age 18–24, 10 of age 25–34, and 3 were 35 years or older. 36 of the participants were female, 41 male; no other genders were reported. 58 spoke Finnish natively, 5 Swedish, and 14 spoke some other first language. The self-rated English proficiency of the non-native English speakers was at the upper-intermediate level or higher.

4.3 Instructional materials

The topic of the instructional video was Dijkstra’s algorithm [19]. The video covered the algorithm on an abstract level, explaining its purpose, principles, and—the order of steps that the algorithm follows as it covers a graph. This explanation did not cover the algorithm’s implementation as code or graph representation as an adjacency matrix; nor did it go into graph theory or performance characteristics. Complex terminology was avoided, such as “priority queue,” but “node,” “edge,” and “weight” were introduced and used as key terms. In addition, selecting the next node to be visited (without the concept of priority queue) was explained by illustrating the priorities in a simple table. The next node selected into the minimal spanning tree was determined in alphabetical order in case there were two or more otherwise equal alternatives. The expectation was that after watching the video, the participants might be able to answer questions about and/or to simulate the algorithm’s stepwise behavior on a given (but previously unseen) example graph.

The video was eleven minutes long and consisted of two parts. The first part began with a brief explanation of a graph and its structure. We based the explanation on an analogy with cities (nodes) connected by roads (paths), each having a distance (weight). That explanation was followed by a concrete example with a detailed description of how, and in what order, the algorithm adds routes to a spanning tree; Figure 1 shows a screenshot as seen by the Text and Both groups. The term shortest-paths spanning tree was mentioned but—to avoid unessential terminology—only at the end. The first part finished with a quick review of the order in which the nodes and edges are dealt with.

The second part of the video commented on another example graph in similar fashion. This part also demonstrated a relaxation in which a new shorter path to a previously seen node is found; we informally brought up this key idea (but not the term) a number of times across the video, but it was illustrated only once with animation. The part also introduced a case where the new path is exactly the same length as the previous one, in which case the priority table was not updated. Another recap concluded the second part and the video.

We designed the video with the modality effect’s boundary conditions (Section 2.1.2 above) in mind:

- The visualizations (graphs and tables) were mutually unintelligible with the explanations (audio and/or text). The learners would surely have failed had they been presented with just the visualizations or just the explanations.
- We are confident that the lesson had high enough complexity in the sense of element interactivity. At numerous steps, multiple nodes and edges required consideration as a whole. The priority table was displayed so that the learner would not have to track route weights and visited nodes in working memory, which might easily lead to cognitive overload.
- Each modality variant of our video made heavy use of signaling to ease visual navigation. Each step was supported by
highlights (color-blind friendly). Moreover, arrows pointed at specific table rows while they were being explained, and routes on the graph were similarly highlighted while they were being compared.

- Each segment of the explanation (per slide) had a fairly short length between 3 to 44 words, with an average of 14.7 and a median of 11.
- The video was system-paced, and the participants could not stop or rewind it. The narration speed was approximately 146 words per minute.
- Being familiar with this student population, we expected their English skills to be good enough that they would not have trouble with a well designed presentation in English.

4.4 Assessment

Immediately after the video, assessment tasks were revealed. The assessment consisted of thirteen transfer questions and a visual algorithm simulation task.

4.4.1 Transfer Questions. The transfer questions tested near-transfer to cases similar to those that the students had seen on video. Each question required the student to apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to a given graph and to consider the steps that the algorithm takes through the graph, in order. Some questions, which involved a very simple graph, asked the student for the full shortest path from one node to another. Other questions prompted the student for only the next node or the previously visited node, or to select which of given nodes would be visited before the others. All but the last question were multiple-choice. The last question differed from the others: it asked the student to describe all the algorithmic steps in their own words and to produce an ordered list of nodes that corresponds to the shortest-paths spanning tree (but the question did not feature the term).

Each question was evaluated with a binary grade: one point for a correct answer and zero for an incorrect one. The last question, even though the most demanding, was evaluated similarly, so that only a fully correct list of nodes scored a point.

4.4.2 Visual Algorithm Simulation Task. Each student was asked to solve a visual algorithm simulation task three times, meaning that they had to simulate the algorithm’s behavior on three given graphs in sequence. The first graph is shown in Figure 2, and the other two were similar. The graphs were identical for all students. The simulation task differed from the transfer questions in that it asked the students to select edges rather than nodes. That is, the students had to recreate the behavior of Dijkstra’s algorithm by clicking edges in the order that the algorithm follows. The visualization did not include the priority table shown in the video.

The graphs were designed to test all the essential features of Dijkstra’s algorithm such as (i) relaxation—the shortest path to a certain node must be updated as a new path is discovered that is shorter than a previously discovered one; (ii) no relaxation—a new path to a certain node is discovered but discarded as being longer or equal in length with a previously discovered one; and (iii) nodes that are unreachable from the source node.

We wanted to keep the graphs small enough that the task would not be too laborious. We used a total of 15 nodes and 17 edges, which are enough to produce the properties listed above [65, pp. 38–40, 46–49]. The solution for each graph had the same number of steps (11); this was deliberate to simplify quantitative analysis.

Since the simulation task was meant as a post-instructional test rather than a learning experience, students received no feedback on their solutions.

The order in which each student clicked the edges was recorded, along with timestamps. This data was collected with an algorithm animation recorder developed for the system [40].

During data analysis, we assigned each participant a score for the simulation task. This score was the number of consecutive correct steps (edge clicks) counted from the beginning; the maximum of 11 equals the the number of edges in each graph’s shortest-paths spanning tree.

4.5 Statistical Tests

We followed typical methodology for inferential statistics. To determine differences between groups, we used a one-way ANOVA for normally distributed values and a non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test for non-normal distributions. Pairwise differences between groups were examined with a Tukey–Kramer post hoc test. For checking normality, we used the Shapiro–Wilks test, which was supported by Levene’s test for homogeneity. All these tests were conducted using SPSS Statistics (version 2.6).

For each of the tests, where applicable, we report an effect size (eta-squared; $\eta^2$), a confidence interval, and a $p$-value, all of which contribute to our interpretation of the data. Where the eta-squared statistic estimates an effect size as negative, we report it as it is, rather than as zero [46].

5 RESULTS

5.1 Transfer Questions

Figure 4 shows the distribution of total scores on the thirteen transfer questions for each modality group, and Table 1 shows the mean and median scores for each group. Figure 5 further illustrates the percentage of correct answers on each question.

The total scores on the transfer questions passed checks for normality (Shapiro–Wilks test; $p = 0.2$) and homogeneity (Levene’s test; $p = 0.4$) and did not contain significant outliers.

Examination of Figure 5 confirms that very few participants provided fully correct descriptions of the shortest-paths spanning trees in Question 13, which was open-ended and particularly complex. Another question with low scores is Question 6, which was fairly complex and, in hindsight, may have been misleadingly phrased.

Since the complex and open-ended Question 13 was different in nature from the other questions and had particularly low scores, we decided to check for a difference between the modality groups twice: with that question included and without it. Either way, the results from a one-way ANOVA do not suggest that any observed difference between the groups’ performance was conditioned by instructional modality, especially given the negligible effect size (first twelve questions: $F(2, 75) = 1.3$, $p = 0.3$, $\eta^2 = 0.03$, 95% confidence interval [0.00; 0.13]; all thirteen questions: $F(2, 75) = 1.4$, $p = 0.3$, $\eta^2 = 0.04$, 95% confidence interval [0.00; 0.13]). Tukey–Kramer post hoc tests did not suggest any pairwise differences between groups (first twelve questions: Audio-vs-Text $p = 0.3$,}
6 DISCUSSION

6.1 No Modality Effect Observed

We found no support for there being a modality effect or verbal redundancy effect when Dijkstra’s algorithm is taught using visualizations accompanied by textual and/or auditory explanations.

This result is analogous to the null results obtained previously by Morrison [44] and Zavgorodniaia et al. [69] on program code accompanied by explanations in different modalities. Compared to findings outside of CER, our result contrasts with the studies that have found evidence of a modality effect but is far from being unique in finding no support for the effect (see, e.g., [24, 53]).

Our findings are insufficient for concluding that no modality effect exists for algorithm visualizations in general or Dijkstra’s algorithm in particular. Even less do these findings enable the broader conclusion that there is something unusual about computing itself that affects such results, which has been occasionally suggested as a possibility [44, 68, 70]. What we can conclude is that the earlier null results from modality studies in CER are not due to the nature of program code alone: irrespective of the cognitive characteristics of code, there is no guarantee of the effect even on CS materials that—unlike program code—are unambiguously diagrammatic.

The possibility of a false negative remains, and we must be cautious in interpreting our null result. Nonetheless, large effect sizes have been quoted for the modality effect [24], which point has been previously discussed by Schüler et al. [58], who note that a sample size of roughly n = 26 per group should have sufficient statistical power for detecting such an effect. Our study (just about) reaches this criterion. It is, of course, possible and perhaps even likely that any modality effect is more modest in size [53], and even a small effect size can be relevant in education if it is inexpensive to achieve, applies widely, and accumulates over time [14].

Questions of publication bias have been raised concerning the modality effect [36, 53]. We find these concerns reasonable. Through this study, we somewhat alleviate the problem.

6.2 Boundary Conditions and Limitations

As outlined in Section 4.3, we had the modality effect’s boundary conditions in mind while designing the video. Nevertheless, we must consider the possibility that they have been violated or that our design has otherwise reduced the chance of a modality effect.

The complexity of materials is difficult to assess both in general and in our specific case. Relative to what the DSA course eventually
teaches about Dijkstra’s algorithm, our short video had very modest goals: we taught only the basic idea rather than, for example, how to implement the algorithm. Nevertheless, the lesson did cover a significant amount of new content in a short time and demanded attention to several interrelated things: the graph, the explanations, the state of the algorithm. This might have been too complex for beginners and contributed to their struggles with the algorithm simulation task. On the other hand, there was no floor (or ceiling) effect on the transfer questions, suggesting that the lesson did have a level of difficulty where a modality effect could have emerged.

We cannot rule out the segment length of the explanations as a factor. We did keep each individual explanatory segment fairly short, but it is possible that there was nevertheless too much content at each animation step, reducing the benefits of audio. Further research would be needed to evaluate this explanation.

It is possible that second-language issues may have influenced our results, as the vast majority of our participants were not native English speakers. This seems an unlikely explanation, however, as the participants were competent in English and, moreover, feedback collected at the end of the experiment featured only a single complaint about the presentation style (and that from the Both group).

Student engagement may have been an issue. Although our cohort of university students was possibly better motivated on average than the crowdsourced cohort studied by Zavgorodniaia et al. [69], for example, it remains the case that in each CER study of the modality effect, including ours, the learners were recruited for an experiment, rather than the experiment being fully integrated in their usual studies. Our study’s online setup muddies the waters, as the students participated independently in an uncontrolled environment and may have been tired of “yet another instructional video” during this period of emergency online teaching due to COVID-19. That being said, uncontrolled environments are common in independent study. Moreover, the low scores on the simulation task suggest that the participants largely did not access external sources.

The floor effect on the visual algorithm simulation task may be due to a combination of factors. For example: most participants will have been unfamiliar with this type of task, and the video may have insufficiently prepared them for it; the user interface may not have been intuitive enough; participants may not have noticed the instruction to break ties between nodes in alphabetical order; and many may not have used pen and paper as a memory aid even though it was suggested in the materials. (Without writing down a table such as the one in the video, it is hard for students to track the priorities during the simulation.) Furthermore, the simulation task demanded the concept of edge relaxation, but the participants may have overlooked this concept while viewing the video, which presented three cases where relaxation was not necessary, followed by a single case where relaxation occurred.

6.3 Theoretical Considerations for CER

The best-known research on the modality effect originates in CTML, extending CTML’s “multimedia principle” that recommends adding pictures to words [56]. However, not all research on the effect bases itself on CTML—or fully aligns with it. Other researchers have expanded on CTML’s explanations of the effect—visuo-spatial load and temporal contiguity—and critiqued the former especially. In this section, we review some of these critiques and additional theoretical considerations, which do not appear to have drawn attention in CER; we recommend that future research on instructional materials for computing education be mindful of them.

Schnotz [56] and others have argued that what has been researched under the label of “modality effect” is not a unitary effect but an aggregate of many different phenomena. This, in part, explains the numerous boundary conditions and difficulties in replication. Schnotz [56] concludes that for progress to be made, the underlying causal mechanisms must be unraveled “rather than simply collecting more and more design principles, whose interrelations are not well understood.”

Rummel et al. [55] presented a third explanation (besides visuo-spatial load and temporal contiguity) for the modality effect. According to their auditory recency explanation, the audio modality’s benefit is that acoustic-sensory information is available longer than visual-sensory information. However, this benefit only applies to the most recently heard information, thus limiting it to very short explanatory segments and the final sentences of longer segments.

There are a number of working-memory models that place attentional resources at the forefront [1, 5, 6, 38]. From the attentional-resources perspective, the concurrent presentation of pictures and audio reduces the need for attention-consuming visual search (also referred to as “split attention”) in visual-only materials. Building on other attention-emphasizing models, Sepp et al. [59] recently proposed a new model of working memory and suggested another interpretation of the modality effect and its explanations. In their model, there is a single attentional resource (as opposed to CTML’s separate visual and auditory resources). This resource must attend to various competing foci of attention, which may correspond not only to the modalities of external stimuli but to many other factors, such as sociocultural knowledge or emotional state. Information presented in whichever modality places demands on this singular resource. The modality effect is (partially) explained by interference between foci of the same type.

CTML’s dominant visuo-spatial load explanation has repeatedly come in for criticism. Numerous scholars (e.g., [15, 53, 55–57, 59]) have noted that the explanation does not cohere with its stated theoretical basis, namely, Paivio’s dual-coding theory [13, 48] and Baddeley’s [3] subsequent working-memory model. The heart of this criticism is that, according to Baddeley’s model, any verbal information—whether presented in auditory, written, or haptic form—ends up in the phonological loop, which implies that written and audio explanations would both impose cognitive load on it.

Moreover, some researchers assert that presentation modality may, in fact, have limited bearing on how the presented information is internally processed. In recent work, Baddeley et al. [4] argue that inputs compete for the focus of attention regardless of their modality. Similarly, Depoorter and Vandierendonck [18, 66] and Logie et al. [37] state that working memory allows information to be encoded in different forms, independently of the modalities of the original stimuli. This is supported by a recent neuroimaging study [17].

Findings on the modality effect are also influenced by differences in people’s reading and listening comprehension. There is some evidence that listeners, having less control than readers, tend to try
to extract the gist of what is presented, whereas readers have more freedom to direct their attentional processes and tend to concentrate more on details [28, 54]. Thus, reading and listening to the same information can result in different mental representations [56]. This may mean that textual presentation is advantageous for certain types of materials and learning objectives, but not for others.

Finally, it is known that there are individual differences in people’s working-memory capacity and that these differences influence the effectiveness of instructional methods. There is a limited amount of research on how individual differences interact with the modality effect [2, 26, 41, 61].

Since so many factors influence which instructional modality—if any—is superior in a given situation, we propose that CER is better served by targeting the contributing mechanisms rather than the modality effect as a single unit. When that future research compares the effectiveness of different types of materials for teaching algorithms, programming, and other computing content, it should consider alternative memory models beyond the traditional dual-processing model, explore differences in reading and listening comprehension, and attend to individual differences in learners’ cognitive capacity.

6.4 Pedagogical Implications

In advice that cites research on multimedia learning and targets practitioners, the recommendation to prefer audio explanations of pictures, especially in system-paced materials, continues to have high visibility. For algorithm visualizations, following that advice means replacing textual explanations of a graph or other data structures with auditory ones. Our study, taken together with earlier studies within and outside CER, suggests that teachers should not rush headfirst to implement the advice. While it may not be harmful to do so, it may not bring the expected rewards, either, or be an efficient use of instructor time. Even if we were to suppose that our materials inadvertently violated the effect’s boundary conditions, despite our careful attempt not to, that serves to highlight the challenge of exploiting the effect for students’ benefit.

Careful judgment is needed to determine where audio might work better than text and why. Meaningful improvements may be likelier from pedagogical interventions other than adjusting instructional modality. Given the complications of research on the modality effect, it might be best for computing educators to think of the effect, for now, as an unsettled principle that is very sensitive to context and is difficult to apply reliably in practice. No easy, general answer is available; whether to incorporate audio remains something for teachers to decide in context.

Below, we list recommendations to assist computing educators with such decisions. These points arise from modality studies including ours and from the theoretical considerations noted above.

- The best-supported explanation for dual-modality presentation is temporal contiguity: simultaneous audio and pictures help learners avoid split attention. Analyze your teaching materials for suspected split-attention issues and consider using audio especially where those exist.

- Do not expect a generic cognitive benefit from dual modality on grounds that pictures and audio end up in different working-memory channels and thus effectively expand the learner’s active working memory. (As discussed above, that visuo-spatial load explanation is questionable, and presentation modality does not dictate how people process the presented information.)

- Note that explanatory segments may need to be very short for the benefits of audio to appear.

- In both multi-modal and mono-modal materials, the benefits of visual signalling are well established. Highlight relevant parts of the picture. If you use written text, integrate it with the pictures.

- Although there are many qualifications on the recommendations for audio that are based on the modality effect, there are of course unrelated reasons why audio can be a good choice. For example, audio enables intonational emphasis [22, 64] and may be used to support an engaging personal presentation style [8]. Audio is also preferable if learners are not sufficiently literate or have reading difficulties or visual impairments.

- Bear in mind that the present study and discussion have focused on system-paced materials. In learner-paced materials, the relative merits of text over audio are more pronounced than in system-paced ones.

- Consider whether listening or reading comprehension strategies might best match the learning objectives. As suggested in the previous subsection, listening might be better for obtaining a useful albeit vague overview whereas text might prompt more detailed study.

- Note that most modality studies have been carried out in artificial settings and have assessed short-term learning only. Their recommendations may not generalize to your actual classroom or to long-term learning.

7 CONCLUSION

In this article, we have explored whether audio explanations of algorithm visualizations would be more efficient than textual ones in system-paced instructional videos. Our findings do not suggest such a modality effect, and we thus contribute to a body of evidence that shows modality-related phenomena to be nuanced and challenging to apply in computing education and elsewhere. We contribute these findings and a review of theoretical factors that can instruct future research and advise teachers as they consider which instructional modalities to apply.

Videos, lectures, and other formats of instruction where learners cannot or do not control pacing are common and likely to remain so. Further research is needed on how to optimize such instruction.

Computing educators may wish to keep an eye on developments in CER and educational psychology in regard to modality-related phenomena. That research may shed more light on the mechanisms that constitute what is known as the modality effect. It may also eventually produce specific recommendations for different kinds of computing content, such as algorithm visualizations, and for different learner profiles.
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